GAME PIECES AND PLAYERS

16 different ingredients
Burger trend cards
Money
Resource tiles

PLAYING THE GAME

1. To establish which farmer you will be playing as throughout the game, roll a dice. Keep rolling the dice until each person is assigned to be one farmer for the game:
   1 = Meat/Dairy Farmer
   2 = Veggie Farmer
   3 = Specialties Farmer
   4 = Grain Farmer

2. Each game has 5 rounds

3. Each round starts with everyone looking at the card that is face up in the center of the board and reading the hint and amount of necessary ingredients

4. Each farmer needs to create a burger for that round according to what they think the burger trend is for that round. It is your goal to make a burger as similar to the trend burger as possible, so pay attention to the hints!

5. To create your burger, spend resources to use your own ingredients and buy/trade with the other farmers to get everything you need. Each farmer sets their own cost for buyers when selling their ingredients. Consult the “Buying and Using Ingredients” section for details.

6. Once everyone is finished building their burgers, flip the trend card to see what the trend was! Whoever has most of the ingredients on the card in their burger wins that round and keeps the card.

7. At the end of each round, return all the ingredients that you used and purchased back to their place on the ingredients board.

8. Repeat steps 3-7 until you have completed five rounds.

9. At the end of five rounds, whoever won the most cards wins the game!

SETTING UP THE BOARD

1. Place the trend cards in the middle of the ingredients board.

2. Each farmer place their allotted money and resources tiles in the correct boxes on their board.